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ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 


I. 	 The Circuit Court Erred in Rescinding the Revocation Because the Written Protocols 
of the Vienna Police Department for Conducting Sobriety Checkpoints Were Not 
Submitted Into Evidence. 

II. 	 The Circuit CourtErred in Rescinding the Revocation Because Officer Lindsey Did Not 
Testify about His Reasons for Detaining the Respondent When That Evidence Came 
into the Record Through Documentary and Testimonial Evidence. 

STATEMENT OFTHE CASE 

On July 28,2012, several 'officers with the Vienna Police Department were conducting a 

sobriety checkpoint on Rosemary Road and Park Drive, in Wood County, West Virginia. Appendix 

Record at 63, 209 (hereinafter, "A.R. at _"). The checkpoint was established by SergeantK. L. 

Parrish ofthe Vienna Police Department. Sgt. Parrish appeared and testified at the administrative 

hearing. He has attended two four-hour classes that taught him how to set up sobriety checkpoints. 

A.R. at 62. He started a program for the Vienna Police Department, which was emulated by others. 

A.R. at 62. Sgt. Parrish set up the checkpoint at which the Respondent was stopped on July 28,2012. 

A.R.63. 

The first week ofJuly2012, Sgt. Parrish had a conversation with Chief Young ofthe Vienna 

Police Department, in which the Chief directed Sgt. Parrish to plan and conduct a sobriety 

checkpoint. This checkpoint was ultimately conducted on July 28,2012. A.R. 63-64. Following the 

verbal assignment~ Sgt. Parrish wrote a letter to the Chief describing how, where and when the 

checkpoint was going to be conducted. Sgt. Parrish asked for permission to conduct the checkpoint. 

The Chief granted permission. A.R. 64. Sgt. Parrish also sent a letter to the Wood County 

Prosecuting Attorney describing the checkpoint and providing statistics describing the number of 

DUls that had occurred in that particular area to show that a sobriety checkpoint would be useful and 

needed in that area. A.R. 64. The Prosecuting Attorney approved Sgt. Parrish's letter. A,R. 65. 
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On July 18, 2012, Sgt. Parrish prepared a press release and sent it to WP AP, the local TV 

station and to the Parkersburg News Sentinel, the local newspaper. A.R. at 65. The reasons for 

setting up the checkpoint at the Rosemary Road and Park Drive location were that it was a long, 

straight road so that the checkpoint would be easily visible; there were places to escape speeding or 

out of control drivers, and there was street lighting. The Wood County 911 also responded and 

allowed use of their mobile command vehicle. Further light was provide by the headlights of the 

patrol cars. A.R. at 66. The patrol cars also used emergency lighting. A.R. 67. The lights were 

placed perpendicular to the road so that drivers would not be looking straight into the lights. A.R. 

at 77. 

Alternate routes were provided for motorists who chose to avoid the checkpoint. 

"Checkpoint Ahead" signs were placed in five locations in the vicinity, all ofwhich provided notice 

and alternate routes. A.R. at 68. All of these signs were still in place at the conclusion of the 

checkpoint. A.R. 81-82. All of the vehicles used were marked police cruisers. A.R. at 69. All 

officers wore clothing identifying themselves as police. All eight officers who participated were 

briefed on the checkpoint. A.R. at 70, 78. All officers were directed by Sgt. Parrish to conduct an 

investigation if they detected an impaired driver. A.R. at 73. 

Sgt. Parrish testified that ultimately there were five DUI arrests at the 'checkpoint on that 

evening. A.R. 11 at 18. Sgt. Parrish was present during testing but did not speak with the 

Respondent. A.R. at 71. 

At 11:15 p.m., the Respondent came through the checkpoint. A.R. at 91. Officer D.W. 

Lindsey, who was also working the checkpoint, stopped the Respondent. His observations of the 

Respondent were noted on the DUI Information Sheet: "slurred speech, odor ofalcoholic beverage." 

A.R. at 104, 113, 211. Officer Lindsey asked Josh Cole, the Investigating Officer, to conduct further 

investigation. A.R at 113. 

The Investigating Officer graduated from the West Virginia State Police Academy in 2011. 

and was certified by tlle Department ofHealth. A.R. at 87,212. 
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The Investigating Officer detected the odor of alcohol on the Respondent's breath, glassy 

eyes and slurred speech. The Investigating Officer asked Respondent to step out ofthe vehicle. At 

that time, the Investigating Officer noted that the Respondent was unsteady exiting the vehicle, 

walking to the roadside and standing. AR. at 93. The Respondent asked the Investigating Officer 

if someone could drive him home. AR. at 93. 

The Investigating Officer then explained the horizontal gaze nystagmus test to the 

Respondent. Respondent had lack ofsmooth pursuit in his left and right eyes, distinct and sustained 

nystagmus at maximum deviation in his right eye and onset ofnystagmus prior to 45 degrees in his 

left eye. A.R. at 95-97, 119-125,210. 

The Investigating Officer then explained and demonstrated the walk and turn test. 

Respondent was unable to keep his balance, he started the test too soon, stopped while walking, 
. , 

stepped off the line, missed heel-to-toe and made an in1proper turn. A.R. at 98-99, 125-130,210. 

The Investigating Officer then explained and demonstrated the one leg stand test. 

"lRespondent refused to perform the test, stating that he had arthritis in his knees. AR. at 99, 21l. 

The Investigating Officer then asked Respondent to submit to the preliminary breath test 

("PBT"). The Investigating Officer is trained to administer the PBT. A.R. at 130-131, 211. He 

ensured that the Respondent had not smoked or drunk alcohol at least 15 minutes before the test. 

The Respondent failed the test with a .098 per cent blood alcohol content. A.R. at 100-104,211. 

The Investigating Officer then arrested the Respondent for DDI. He filled out a DUI 

Information Sheet. AR. at 91, 105,208-214. 

The Investigating Officer transported the Respondent to the Vienna Police Department. The 

Investigating Officer is certified to use the Intoxilyzer ECIIR II. A.R. at 105. There, he read and 

explained to Respondent the Implied Consent Statement. Both Respondent and the Investigating 

Officer signed the Implied Consent Statement at midnight, and the Investigating Officer gave 

Respondent a copy of the Implied Consent form. A.R. at 106, 214. The Investigating Officer 

completed all ofthe required steps to ensure that the Intoxilyzer ECIIR II w~working properly. A.R. 
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at 103-111, 212. The Respondent initially refused to submit to the secondary test, but after the 

Investigating Officer gave him 15 minutes to change his mind, he submitted to the test. AR. at 103, 

131-132. The test was administered at 12:55 a.m., on July 29, 2012. The Respondent's blood 

alcohol content was .081 gl210L. A R. At 208,212. 

The Petitioner issued an initial order of revocation on August 14,2012. A.R. at 12. An 

administrative hearing was held before the Office ofAdministrative Hearings ("OAR") on February 

8,2013, at which the Respondent appeared with his counsel. A. R. At 54-55. The OAR's Decision 

ofthe Hearing Examiner and Final Order ofthe ChiefHearing Examiner was entered on April 28, 

2014, and rescinded the revocation ofRespondent's license for DUI. A R. 39-48. 

The Petitioner appealed the matter to the circuit court of Kanawha County. A R. At 178

202. Following briefing by the parties, the circyit court entered an Order on January 13, 2016 

denying the Petition for Appeal. A R. at 1-7. The present appeal ensued. 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

The circuit court erred in finding there was insufficient evidence to prove that the 

Respondent's detention at a sobriety checkpoint in Vienna, West Virginia was valid. The circuit 

court erroneously affirmed the rescission of the revocation because the written protocols of the 

Vienna Police Department were not submitted into evidence and because of the absence of any 

information as to what criteria Officer Lindsey utilized in determining that the Respondent should 

be detained for further investigation. 

Despite prolific evidence that the checkpoint was conducted properly, and despite the 

absolute lack of any challenge to the validity of the checkpoint, the circuit court upheld rescission 

ofthe revocation. It did so by creating a nonexistent requirement that a police department's written 

guidelines for sobriety checkpoints be entered into evidence and ignoring evidence of the reasons 

for the Respondent's detention. Although Sgt. Parrish had the guidelines with him at the hearing, 

neither party requested the guidelines and neither party challenged whether the checkpoint was 

conducted in conformity with the guidelines. In Carte v. Cline, 194 W. Va. 233, 460 S.B. 2d 48 
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(1995), this Court set forth the "more viable and preferable alternative" of requiring a person who 

wishes to challenge official compliance with and adherence to sobriety checkpoint operational 

guidelines to give written notice of that intent to the commissioner of motor vehicles prior to the 

administrative revocation hearing. 194 W. Va. 239, 460 S.B. 2d 54. In this case, voluminous 

testimony of compliance was provided by Sgt. Parrish. 

This case is distinguishable from Dale v. Arthur, No. 13-0374,2014 WL 1272550 (VV. Va. 

Mar. 28, 20 14)(memorandum decision) in which "the DMV failed to offer any evidence whatsoever 

to show that the checkpoint was established and conducted pursuant to standardized, predetermined 

guidelines. Instead, the record indicates that during the administrative hearing, the only witness 

offered by the DMV was the Investigating Officer, Trooper Thornton. He could not present any 

testimony as to what operational guidelines were followed." 

It is also distinguishable from White v. Miller, 228 W. Va. 797, 724 S.B. 2d 768 (2012) in 

which "although Sergeant Williams testified that the checkpoint was established and conducted 

pursuant to standardized, predetermined guidelines, no guidelines were provided to White, despite 

White's repeated requests, or submitted to the Commissioner at the administrative hearing. In fact, 

Officer Lightner, who conducted the case on behalf of the State, objected when White's counsel 

asked to be 'provided copies of the operational guidelines and the operational plan with respect to 

checkpoints.'" 228 W. Va. 808, 724 S.E.2d 779. In the present case, neither the Hearing Examiner 

nor Respondent's counsel requested the guidelines. 

The circuit court overreached this Court's holding in White, supra, and used this as a basis 

to rescind the revocation ofa driver who was clearly DUt The Order provided: "Moreover, in White 

v. Miller [citation omitted], the Court also appears to indicate that in a case where the validity of a 

sobriety checkpoint had been challenged the written regulations themselves should be submitted ... " 

A.R. at 6. However, the circuit court cited no requirement that the written guidelines be offered into 

evidence. 

The Petitioner was sandbagged after the fact by the OAH and the circuit court, which 
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misinterpreted the law. 

STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT AND DECISION 

Argument pursuant to Rev. R.AP Rule 19 is appropriate on the bases that this case involves 

assignments oferror in the application ofsettled law; and that this case involves a result against the 

weight of the evidence. 

ARGUMENT 

I. 	 Standard of Review 

This Court's review of a circuit coures order deciding an administrative appeal is made 

pursuant to W. Va. Code § 29A-5-4(a). The Court reviews questions oflawpresented de novo; and 

findings of fact by the administrative officer are accorded deference unless the reviewing court 

believes the findings to be clearly wrong. Reed v. Hall, 235 W. Va. 322, 773 S.E.2d 666 (2015). 

H. 	 The Circuit Court Erred in Rescinding the Revocation Because the Written Protocols 
of the Vienna Police Department for Conducting Sobriety Checkpoints Were Not 
Submitted Into Evidence. 

There is no requirement that the checkpoint guidelines and the "documents resulting from 

the planning and operation of the sobriety checkpoint" (A R. At 6) be submitted into evidence. 

There was extremely detailed testimony by Sgt. Parrish, who had the guidelines with him, and who 

succeeded at establishing that every requirement ofthe checkpoint was met. Neither the parties nor 

the Hearing Examiner ever requested the guidelines; moreover, neither the Respondent nor the 

Hearing Examiner made any. challenge to whether the checkpoint complied with the guidelines. 

Sgt. Parrish provided (contrary to the findings in the Order that Sgt. Parrish "provided a 

general overview" AR. at 5) extremely detailed testimony about his training, his experience, his role 

with the Vienna Police Department, and the specifics of the checkpoint through which the 

Respondent came on the night in question. This meets the requirements set forth by this Court. In 

West Virginia's seminal sobriety checkpoint case, Carte v. Cline, 194 W. Va. 233, 460 S.E.2d 48 

(1995), this Court set forth the "more viable and preferable alternative" of requiring a person who 

wishes to challenge official compliance with and adherence to sobriety checkpoint operational 
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guidelines to give written notice of that intent to the commissioner of motor vehicles prior to the 

administrative revocation hearing. 194 W. Va. 239, 460 S.E.2d 54. The Court held, 

The State is thereby afforded an opportunity to have the appropriate 
law enforcement officers present testimony or other evidence of 
comp!iance with standard operating procedures when noncompliance 
is alleged by the person whose license has been revoked. 

Id. (Emphasis added). In this case, voluminous testimony of compliance was provided by Sgt. 

Parrish. 

The challenge to a sobriety ..~heckpoint made on a Hearing Request Form simply negates the 

presumption that the validity ofthe checkpoint would be considered as stipulated bythe parties, thus 

leaving the matter open for challenge at the hearing. 105 C.S.R. 1-10.10. If no challenge is timely 

made, then the checkpoint cannot be challenged, and any challenge is deemed to be waived. 

Although the Respondent nominally checked a box on the Hearing Request F~)Im stating that he 

wished to challenge the sobriety checkpoint operation guidelines (A.R. at 16), he did not in fact raise 

any challenge to the sobriety checkpoint. The Respondent's cross-examination focused solely on a 

different checkpoint at a different time. A.R. at 79-81. He never pointed to any particular concern, 

problem or irregularity regarding the administration ofthe checkpoint. It is clear from the transcript 

of the OAR hearing that no cross-examination was conducted of Sgt. Parrish or the Investigating 

Officer regarding the checkE9int at i.ssue in this case, and no evidence was offered to refute that the 

officers followed the predetermined guidelines. 

In State v. Sigler, 224 W. Va: 608, 687 S.E.2d 391 (2009), this Court evaluated the 

constitutionality of"administrative checkpoints" and used the Court's reasoning in Carte v. Cline, 

supra, to determine that the administrative checkpoint is constitutional only when conducted in a 

random and non-discriminatory manner within predetermined written operation guidelines which 

minimize the State's intrusion into the freedom of the individual and which strictly limits the 

discretion vested in police officers at the scene. Syl. Pt. 9, State v. Sigler, 224 W. Va. 608, 687 

S.E.2d 391 (2009). This holding in Sigler mirrors syllabus point 1 in Carte, supra: "Sobriety 

checkpoint roadblocks are constitutional when conducted within predetermined operational 
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guidelines which minimize the intrusion on the individual and mitigate the discretion vested in 

police officers at the scene." 

The checkpoint in this case was administered in accordance with predetermined guidelines 

which insure minimal intrusion on privacy and limited discretion by the officers. The officers had 

no discretion: they had to stop every vehicle. There was minimal intrusion: ifno signs ofimpairment 

were detected, the drivers were let go. There were multiple alternate routes to avoid the checkpoint 

if desired. The Respondent did not dispute any of this. 

Even though Sigler, supra involved an administrative checkpoint and not a sobriety 

checkpoint, this Court elaborated on the requirements for evaluating a suspicionless seizure. 

6. In evaluating the lawfulness of a suspicionless seizure, a balancing of interests 
should be considered to determine if such a seizure is permissible under the United 
States Constitution and the Constitution of West Virginia and, and these factors 
should be considered: (1) the gravity ofthe public concern that is being addressed or 
served by the checkpoint; (2) the degree to which the checkpoint is likely to succeed 
in serving this public interest; and (3) tlie severity with which the checkpoint 
interferes with individual liberty. 

7. When evaluating the degree of severity of interference with individual liberty, 
West Virginia courts must consider not only the subjective intrusion determined by 
the potential ofthe checkpoint to generate fear and surprise in motorists, but also the 
objective intrusion into individual freedom as measured by the duration of the 
detention at the checkpoint and the intensity of the inspection. 

8. The court's obligation in weighing these factors is to assure that an individual's 
reasonable expectation ofprivacy is not subject to arbitrary invasions solely at the 
unfettered discretion of officers in the field. 

Syl. pts. 6, 7, 8, State v. Sigler, 224 W. Va. 608, 687 S.E.2d 391 (2009). 

Here, the circuit court did not conduct any sort of balancing of interests. There was no 

showing that tp.e Respondent's individual liberty was unduly intruded upon or that the police acted 

arbitrarily. Rather, the circuit court found that because the checkpoint guidelines were not submitted 

into evidence, and because there was no evidence showing why Officer Lindsey detained the 

Respondent, the stop of the Respondent's vehicle was improper. The circuit court ignored the 

evidence of Respondent's offense of driving under the influence ("DUl") and rescinded the Order 

of Revocation. Based upon the required analysis in Sigler, that is clear error. 
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Both the Carte and Sigler decisions address the stopping ofmotor vehicles for checkpoints 

as seizures, and both decisions held that such stops are reasonable if conducted pursuant to 

predetermined guidelines which minimize both the intrusion on the driver and the discretion ofthe 

officers. The existence ofpredetermined guidelines was established in the Investigating Officer's 

testimony, and the Investigating Officer had the guidelines with him at the hearing. Neither the 

Respondent nor the Hearing Examiner asked for production of the guidelines, although apparently 

the OAR Hearing Examiner believed that failure ofthe Investigating Officer to affIrmatively place 

them in evidence was fatal to the case. 

All of the offIcers working the checkpoint, including Investigating Officer Josh Cole and 

Officer Lindsey, were briefed on the location ofthe checkpoint, the duration, the instruction to wear 

vests, and the direction to stop all vehicles coming through the checkpoint, unless otherwise directed 

by Sgt. Parrish, who would alter that plan based upon weather or traffic concerns. A.R. at 70-71, 78. 

The officers did not arbitrarily stop the Respondent's vehicle. Clearly, the suspicionless seizure of 

Respondent's vehicle was not random. The Respondent did nothing to rebut the officer's testimony. 

The circuit court did not address the method of stopping vehicles at this checkpoint and how or if 

that method violated Respondent's rights. 

Next, pursuant to Sigler, when evaluating the degree of severity of interference with 

individual liberty, the circuit court failed to consider not only the subjective intrusion determined by 

the potential of the checkpoint to generate fear and surprise in motorists, but also the objective 

intrusion into individual freedom as measured by the duration ofthe detention at the checkpoint and 

the intensity of the inspection. The circuit court did not acknowledge its consideration of this 

requirement, and no evidence showing such a violation was adduced despite Respondent's 

appearance at the hean.ng and opportunity to challenge the checkpoint, which he indicated on the 

Hearing'Request Form that he wished to do. The Respondent did not provide any evidence regarding 

any fear or surprise which affected him individually. 

Pursuant to Sigler, West Virginia courts must consider not only the subjective intrusion 

" ,,-" 
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detennined by the potential ofthe checkpoint to generate fear and surprise in motorists, but also the 

objective intrusion into individual freedom as measured by the duration of the detention at the 

checkpoint and the intensity of the inspection. Here, Sgt. Parrish directed the officers at the 

checkpoint to make general inquiries ofthe drivers they stopped in order to observe their speech and 

to look for other signs of impairment. He directed them that ifno impairment was observed, the 

driver was to be released as soon as possible. Ifit was detected, the driver would be removed from 

the vehicle and escorted to the designated testing area. A.R. at 72. Despite Respondent's perfunctory 

notice to challenge the checkpoint, there was no evidence presented to show that there was any 

objective intrusion into individual freedom as measured by the duration of the detention at the 

checkpoint and the intensity of the inspection, and the circuit court erred in not conducting a 

thorough analysis of the evidence pursuant to Sigler, s'Lpra. 

This Court has looked askance at drivers who ostensibly challenge the evidence in the case 

against them, yet do not make any actual attempt to rebut the evidence. "In the present case, no 

effort was made to rebut the accuracy of any of the records, including the DUI Information Sheet, 

hnplied Consent Statement or Intoximeter printout which were authenticated by the deputy and 
I 

admitted into the record at the DMV hearing." Groves v. Cicchirillo, 225 W. Va. 474, 479, 694 

S .E.2d 639, 644 (2010); "Ms. Reed did not testify, nor was there any other affirmative evidence, that 

she was not given a written implied consent statement to contradict the DUI Information Sheet." 

Dalev.Reed, 13-0429,2014 WL 1407353 CW. Va. Apr. 10,2014); "The deficiency in Mr. Veltri's 

argument regarding the concept of retrograde ~xtrapolation is that he failed to present any evidence 

at trial of the retrograde extrapolation in his individual circumstance." Dale v. Veltri, 230 W. Va. 

598,602,741 S.E.2d 823, 827 (2013); "In fact, the only evidence ofrecord on this issue was Deputy 

- Lilly's testimony which clearly demonstrated that the officer gave the hnplied Consent form to the 

appellee. As there was no testimony in conflict with the officer, we see no reason to contradict his' 

testimony." Lilly v. Stump, 217 W. Va. 313,319,617 S.E.2d 860, 866 (2005); "To the extent that 

Ms. McCormick believed Trooper Miller did not perform the test in accordance with the law, she 
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was required to question Trooper Miller in this area." Dale v. McCormick, 231 W. Va. 628,633, 

749 S.E.2d 227, 232 (2013); "Pursuant to this Court's decision in McCormick, ifMr. Oakland had 

a serious inquiry or challenge to the quality or quantity of Officer Wilhelm's response about his 

credentials, the onus was on Mr. Oakland to inquire further." Dale v. Oakland, 13-0761,2014 WL 

2561375 CW. Va. June 6, 2014); "... [W]hile Mr. Doyle objected to the admission of the statement 

of the arresting officer, he did no~ come forward with any evidence challenging the content of that 

document. Consequently, there was unrebutted evidence admitted during the administrative hearing 

that established a valid stop of Mr. Doyle's vehicle, and the hearing examiner's finding to the 

contrary was clearly wrong." Dale v. Odum, No. 12-1403, 2014 WL 641990 CW. Va., Feb. 11, 

2014). 

The circuit court's Order has elevated form over substance in this matter. There is no 

requirement that the checkpoint guidelines be admitted into evidence. The Respondent was not 

randomly singled out for a suspicionless seizure, and he has not shown that he was subject to an 

arbitrary intrusion #1to his privacy. The circuit court failed to conduct any meaningful analysis 

regarding the lawfulness ofthe suspicionless seizure and completely ignored the "obvious and most 

critical inquiry in a license revocation proceeding ... whether the person charged with DDI was 

actually legally intoxicated." Carte v. Cline, 194 W. Va. 233, 238,460 S.E.2d 48,53 (1995). That 

is clear, reversible error .. 

Notification by a driver ofa challenge to an element of the DMV's case simply provides an 

opportunity for the DMV to present evidence: it does not result in diminution of that evidence 

without a substantive challenge. The Court made this point in relation to the horizontal gaze 

nystagmus test in White v. Miller, 228 W. Va. 797, 724 S.E.2d 768 (2012): 

Furthermore, we hold that upon a challenge by the driver of a motor 
vehicle to the admission in evidence of the results of the horizontal 
gaze nystagmus test, the police officer who administered the test, if 
asked, should be prepared to give testimony concerning whether he 
or she was properly trained in conducting the test, and assessing the 
results, in accordance with the protocol sanctioned by the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration and whether, and in what 
manner, he or she complied with that training in administering the 
test to the driVef-. . 
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228 W. Va. 806, 724 S.E.2d 777 (2012). In White, the Court found no error in the DMV's reliance 

on the test, which was established by the testimony ofthe Investigating Officer, and concluded that 

the challenge to this test was without merit. 

The Respondent's vague, general challenge to the DMV's evidence is not sufficient to show 

that the evidence was flawed. 

During the hearing before the DMV, Ms. McCormick objected to the 
field sobriety evidence on the general grounds that "Trooper Miller' 
has failed to testify and lay a proper foundation based on, on the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration standards as, as 
instructed at the West Virginia State Police Academy." Other than 
making this statement during the hearing, Ms. McCormick did not 
indicate specifically what general foundation was required and 
omitted. 

Dale v. McCormick, 231 W. Va. 628, 632, 749 S.E.2d 227,231 (2013). 

Under the principles set out in White, Trooper Miller properly 
admitted evidence of his administration of the horizontal gaze 
nystagrnustest to Ms. McCormick and her failure to pass the same. 
To the extent that Ms. McCormick believed Trooper Miller did not 
perform the test in accordance with the law, she was required to 
question Trooper Miller in this area. 

Id., 231 W. Va. 633, 749 S.E.2d 232. In Groves v. Cicchirillo, 225 W. Va. 474, 694 S.E.2d 639 

(2010), this Court addressed an unfulfilled challenge to the Intoximeter test: 

The court found that Appellee had filed a timely challenge to the 
Intoximeter results and by so doing prevented automatic admission 
of the results of the test into evidence.[footnote omitted] However, 
the record does not reflect that Appellee actually raised any challenge 
to the Intoximeter test. The only thing in the record that Appellee ' 
filed regarding the Intoximeter test was a notice ofintent to challenge 
the test results. The filing of this notice simply negated the 
presumption that the document would be considered as stipUlated by 
the; parties, thus leaving the matter open for challenge at the hearing. 
91 C.S.R. 1 § 3.4.2; W.Va. Code § l7C-5A-2(e). Our review. of the 

. record shows that Appellee neglected to follow through on raising 
any challenge to the Intoximeter results-he never pointed to any 
particular concern, problem or irregularity regarding the 
administration of the Intoximeter test or performance of the 
equipment. It is clear from the transcript ofthe DMV hearing that no 
cross-examination was conducted of the deputy about his 
qualifications for administering the Intoximeter, and no evidence was 
offered refuting the reliability of the Intoximeter results due to 
inadequate preparation by the deputy or malfunction of the 
equipment. 
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225 W. Va. 479, 694 S.E.2d 644. See also, Cain v. W Virginia Div. a/Motor Vehicles, 225 W. Va. 

467,473,694 S.E.2d 309, 315 (2010): "By citing the fact that Mr. Cain dId not testify or present 

evidence on his behalf, the hearing examiner was not wrongly shifting the burden ofproof to the 

Appellee. Instead, the examiner was merely recognizing that the only evidence before him was the 

testimonial evidence of the arresting officer and the documentary evidence provided through the 

D.U.I. Information sheet." In the present case, the Respondent utterly failed to challenge the 

checkpoint. Therefore, it cannot be used as a basis for rescission of the license revocation. 

Further, there is no requirement that the checkpoint guidelines be submitted in order to find 

that a checkpoint was valid. Neither State v. Sigler, 224 W. Va. 608, 687 S.E.2d 391 (2009) nor 

White v. Miller, supra legislated a requirement that written guidelines be submitted into evidence 

at an administrative hearing in order for the checkpoint to survive challenge. The guidelines may 

become an issue in a case, as they did in White v. Miller, supra, when defense counsel requested a 

copy ofthe guidelines; however, in the present case no one challenged the guidelines, suggested that 

they were not followed, or requested their production. Sgt. Parrish had the guidelines with him at 

the hearing; for the Hearing Examiner to make a post facto finding that the officer's failure to 

submit them is absolute sandbagging. 

The Supreme Court has discouraged sandbagging in the criminal indictment process: 

Rule 12(b)(2) of the West Virginia Rules of Criminal Procedure requires that a 
defendant must raise any -objection to an indictment prior to trial. Although a 
challenge to a defective indictment is never waived, this Court literally will construe 
an indictment in favor of validity where a defendant fails timely to challenge its 
sufficiency... 

Sy1. Pt. 1, Miller, 197 W. Va. at 592-93,476 S.E.2d at 539-40. We explained the 
reason for this rule inState v. Palmer, 210W. Va. 372, 376, 557 S.E.2d 779,783 (2001): 

The purpose behind this rule is to prevent a criminal defendant from 'sandbagging' 
or deliberately foregoing raising an objection to an indictment so that the issue may 
later be used as a means of obtaining a new trial following conviction. 

State v. Chic-Colbert, 231 W. Va. 749, 757-58, 749 S.E.2d 642,650-51 (2013). Likewise, in the 

present case, checking a box to perfunctorily challenge the sobriety checkpoint and then failing to 
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in fact challenge the checkpoint at the hearing must result in the failure of that challenge. 

This case is distinguishable from Dale v. Arthur, No. 13-0374, 2014 WL 1272550, at *4 (W. 

Va. Mar. 28, 2014)(memorandum decision), in 'which "the DMV failed to offer any evidence 

whatsoever to show that the checkpoint was established and conducted pursuant to standardized, 

predetermined guidelines. Instead, the record indicates that during the administrative hearing, the 

only witness offered by the DMV was the investigating officer, Trooper Thorton. He could not 

present any testimony as to what operational guidelines were followed." 

It is also distinguishable from White v. Miller, 228 W. Va. 797, 724 S.E.2d 768 (2012), in 

which "although Sergeant Williams testified that the checkpoint was established and conducted 

pursuant to standardized, predetermined guidelines, no guidelines were provided to White, despite 

White's repeated requests, or submitted to the Commissioner at the administrative hearing. In fact, 

Officer Lightner, who conducted the case on behalf of the State, objected when White's counsel 

asked to be 'provided copies of the operational guidelines and the operational plan with respect to 

checkpoints. '" 228 W. Va. 808, 724 S.E.2d 779. In the present case, neither the Hearing Examiner 

nor Respondent's counsel requested the written guidelines. 

In White, the driver contested the checkpoint regarding whether Sergeant Williams' email 

to the media sufficiently alerted motorists about the designated alternate route. Id. In the present 

case, the Respondent offered no challenge to the checkpoint in question. There was no denial ofthe 

Respondent's opportunity to challenge that the checkpoint was conducted within guidelines: he 

simply did not challenge the legitimacy of the checkpoint, guidelines or not. 

Although Sgt. Parri,sh testified that he had the notebook with the protocols with him (A.R. 

11 at 9), the OAB Hearing Examiner found that because he did not provide them to defense counsel 

or the Hearing Examiner, the revocation must be rescinded. This is absolutely unfounded in light 

of White, supra, where the documents were requested, and the checkpoint was substantively 

challenged. 

The Hearing Examiner completely overreached the Supreme Court's holding in White, and 
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used this . as a basis to rescind the revocation of a driver who was clearly DUI. The Hearing 

Examiner stated in the Order: "Moreover, in White v. Miller [citation omitted], the Court also 

appears to indicate that in a case where t.he validity of a sobriety checkpoint had been 

challenged...the written regulations themselves shouldbe submitted ... " Order at 5 (emphasis added). 

However, he cannot cite to a requirement that the written guidelines be offered into evidence. 

The DMV met its burden ofshowing the legitimacy ofthe checkpoint through the testimony 

of the officer in charge of the checkpoint. The guidelines were not requested or challenged. The 

Order must be reversed. 

ITI. 	 The Circuit Court Erred in Rescinding the Revocation Because 

Officer Lindsey Did Not Testify about His Reasons for Detaining 

the Respondent When That Evidence Came into the Record 

Through Documentary and Testimonial Evidence. 


There is sufficient evidence in the record to support the lawful detention of the Respondent. 

Officer Lindsey was the first officer at the checkpoint to encounter the Respondent. The circuit court 

found, " ... Officer Lindsey was never called to testify to explain why he elected to detain the 

Respondent and have him exit his vehicle rather than allowing him to continue on his way." AR. 

at 7. However, this evidence came into the record through the testimony ofthe Investigating Officer 

and the DUI Information Sheet. A R. At 93, 104, 113, 211. The testimonial and documentary 

evidence shows that Patrolman D.W. Lindsey approached the Respondent at the checkpoint and 

noted that he had slurred speech and the odor of an alcoholic beverage. A.R. at 93, 104, 113. 

Whereupon, Patrolman Lindsey asked Patrolman J. A Cole, the Investigating Officer, to speak with 

the Respondent. A.R. at 93, 113. The circuit court disregarded Sgt. Parrish's testimony as to why 

someone would be detained, and disregarded the DUI Information Sheet which reflects that Officer 

Lindsey observed slurred speech and odor of alcoholic beverages. The circuit court's conclusion is 

not supported by the record. 

The record established that Officer Lindsey stopped Respondent's vehicle because the 

officers working the checkpoint stopped every car that came through. A.R. at 71. The officers 

working the checkpoint were instructed to conduct an investigation ifthey encountered an impaired 
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driver. A. R. at 73. Officer Lindsey observed that the Respondent had slurred speech and the odor 

ofalcohol, and asked the Investigating Officer to conduct further investigation. A.R. at 93. Officer 

Lindsey's required stop ofthe vehicle and his observations are a part ofthe Investigating Officer's 

report . 

. The record contains ''what criteria that Officer Lindsey utilized in determining that the 

Respondent should be detained for further investigation." A. R. at 6. These things are in evidence 

through the Investigating Officer, who testified and who prepared and submitted a DUI Information 

Sheet upon which Officer Lindsey's observations of insobriety were noted. A.R. at 210, 21l. 

Further, the Order is in error in stating that Officer Lindsey asked the Respondent to get out of the 

car. Rather, as the Investigating Officer testified, "At that point I asked him to step out ofthe vehicle 

to conduct the field sobriety." A.R. at 93. The record is clear that Officer Lindsey observed slurred 

speech and the odor ofan alcoholic beverage. He then asked the Investigating Officer to take over 

the investigation. 

It is not uncommon for one officer to stop a vehicle and another to conduct the investigation. 

InDale v. Odum, 233 W. Va. 601, 760 S.E.2d 415 (20 14)(per curiam), the officer who initiated the 

encounter with Mr. Doyle, Officer Anderson, did not appear at the hearing to testify; Officer Glende, 

who investigated and arrested Mr. Doyle, appeared and testified fully. The Court detennined that 

the DUI Information Sheet in that case contained sufficient infonnation to show that the stop ofMr. 

Doyle's vehicle was justified. In Commissioner v. Brewer, WL 1272540 (W. Va. March 28, 

20 14)(memorandum decision), "The arrest stemmed from respondent's vehicle striking State Police 

Trooper J.W. Newman, who was directing traffic following a West Virginia University football 

game in Morgantown. [footnote omitted] Trooper Newman was directing traffic with Trooper I,M. 

Hannon at the time of the incident. A third officer, Trooper Jason R. Celapino ("Investigating 

Officer") was dispatched to take over the investigation and arrived at the scene approximately thirty 

minutes after the incident" The Supreme Court found that the officers on the scene were justified 

in stopping Mr. Brewer's vehicle. See also, Dale v. McCormick, 231W. Va. 628, 749 S.E.2d 227 
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(2013) "The regulation does not require the observation be made by the person who administers the 

Intoximeter test. Thus, although Trooper Miller administered the test, he was not precluded from 

leaving the room so long as Ms. McCormick was being observed by Trooper Perdue." 231 W. Va. 

634-35, 749 S.E.2d 233-34 . 

The fact that Officer Lindsey did not testify is not a basis to rescind the revocation. The 

Order must be reversed. 

CONCLUSION 

For the above reasons, this Court should reverse the Order ofthe circuit court. 

Respectfully submitted, 

PAT REED, COMMISSIONER OF THE WEST 
VIRGINIA DMSION OF MOTOR VEHICLES, 

By Counsel, 

PATRICK MORRISEY 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 

. James 
Senio Assistant Attorney General 
West Virginia State Bar No. 4904 
DMV - Office of the Attorney General 
Post Office Box 17200 
Charleston, WV 25317 
(304) 926-3874 
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